Abstract-This paper addresses sensor network applications which need to obtain an accurate image of physical phenomena and do so with a high sampling rate in both time and space. We present a fast and scalable approach for obtaining an approximate representation of all sensor readings at high sampling rate for quickly reacting to critical events in a physical environment. This approach is an improvement on previous work in that after the new approach has undergone a startup phase then the new approach can use a very small sampling period.
I. INTRODUCTION
A sensor network is comprised of a set of computer nodes each one equipped with a processor, memory, sensors and a transceiver for communications over a (wired or wireless) channel. The sensor network must obtain an accurate image of physical phenomena and do so with a high sampling rate in both time and space. A large number of computer nodes are needed in order to obtain a high sampling rate in space. But this generates a large number of sensor readings and since these sensor readings are located on different computer nodes, a significant amount of communication may be necessary forcing a reduction in the sampling rate in time. For systems with a very large number of computer nodes, it is therefore crucial to develop techniques that make it possible to obtain a snapshot, an approximate representation of all sensor readings, and achieve this with a time-complexity (as a function of the number of nodes) that is small.
A simple approach for obtaining an approximate representation of sensor readings would be to select a subset of the computer nodes at random and let the sensor readings at those computer nodes be used for obtaining an interpolation. Although this is fast, it has the drawback that some computer nodes with extreme sensor readings may have a significant impact on the interpolation if they would be selected but they may not be selected and this causes (as illustrated in [1] ) the interpolation to be a poor representation of the physical phenomenon. And this can cause a sensor network to misperceive its physical environment.
A better approach for obtaining an approximate representation of sensor readings would be to select a subset of the computer nodes, carefully selected to be the ones that represent local extreme points and let the sensor readings at those computer nodes be used for obtaining an interpolation. If one computer node had knowledge of all sensor readings then such a selection would be possible of course but in practice, a computer node only knows its own sensor reading (unless other sensor readings are communicated) and therefore it has been non-obvious how to implement such an approach.
Recent work [1] , [2] however have shown how to exploit a prioritized medium access control (MAC) protocol for selecting local extreme points and thereby it was shown how to quickly obtain an interpolation of sensor readings where sensor readings were taken by different computer nodes. This work assume that the MAC protocol has a very large number of priority levels and that all sensor nodes know the priority of the node that was granted the channel. Such MAC protocols are common; the Controller Area Network (CAN) [3] bus is one such example for wired communication (with more than 300 million units sold) and a similar technology, WiDOM [2] , [4] is available for wireless communication.
The algorithm [1] , [2] which exploited a prioritized MAC protocol had a user-selectable parameter, k, which had the role that the k sensor nodes that contribute the most to the interpolation being a faithful representation of the physical reality are selected and the interpolation is based on those k sensor nodes. k is selected based on the number of local extrema of the signal as explained in [1] . With this approach it was possible to obtain the interpolation with a time-complexity that is O(k), that is, the time-complexity is independent of the number of sensor nodes; yet the result of the interpolation was dependent on all sensor readings. The algorithm was implemented and tested both in wired systems (using CAN [3] ) and in wireless systems (using WiDom [2] , [4] ) and found to be working. The algorithm for obtaining an interpolation (i) had to run until completion and (ii) it was designed to have no prior knowledge of the physical environment. Unfortunately, these two facts bring two drawbacks:
1) There are situations where the delay from when the physical world changes until the computer system can react to this change is two times the duration required for obtaining the interpolation. (This situation occurs when the environment changed just after the algorithm for obtaining the interpolation had started; when this happens, the algorithm for obtaining the interpolation must finish execution and then take new sensor readings and finally obtain an interpolation of these new sensor readings.)
2) It is necessary that the sampling period of an application that uses the interpolation is O(k) or greater. If the entire physical environment changes everywhere, it may really be necessary to obtain an interpolation from scratch. But one can expect that a change in the physical environment (such as a rapid fire, explosion or deformation) has only local effects initially (during the first milliseconds) and it changes the entire environment later. It would be desirable to use a sampling rate so high that the sampling period is independent of k and independent of the number of nodes, yet the system is able to detect extreme local changes with a duration of two sampling periods and obtain an image of the entire physical environment within k sampling periods. Therefore, in this paper we present a new algorithm for obtaining an interpolation of sensor readings which eliminates the two above mentioned drawbacks.
The main idea of the algorithm is that when the system starts-up, an interpolation is obtained using the previously known algorithm [1] , [2] . This step of the algorithm has the time-complexity O(k), which is larger than we desire but it is done only once. Each computer node now has the k sensor readings that can be used to form an interpolation of all sensor readings. All computer nodes will now periodically take sensor readings with a small period; this period is independent of k and it is independent of the number of computer nodes. All computer nodes take their sensor readings in parallel and then each computer node computes the interpolated value at itself and compare it to its own sensor reading. The computer node whose sensor reading contributes the least to the faithfulness of the interpolation is attempted to be deselected and the computer node whose sensor reading contributes the most to the faithfulness of the interpolation is selected.
We believe this algorithm to be useful for detecting deviations from the expected behavior in the physical world very quickly, for example detecting the deformation of mechanical elements (for example in a car or aircraft) in order to enact appropriate safety actions (such as deciding which airbag to inflate or which fuel pump to be stopped or which valve to be closed).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives preliminaries, that is, the main idea of how a prioritized MAC protocol can be used for computations and also the system model we will use. Section III discusses how to obtain an interpolation; this discussion leads to the new interpolation scheme. Section IV gives conclusions and future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATION
The basic premise for this work is the use of a prioritized MAC protocol. This implies that the MAC protocol assures that out of all nodes contending for the medium at a given moment, the one(s) with the highest priority gain access to it. This is inspired by Dominance/Binary-Countdown protocols [5] . In such protocols, messages are assigned unique priorities, and before nodes try to transmit they perform a contention resolution phase named arbitration such that the node requesting to transmit the highest-priority message succeeds.
During the arbitration (depicted in Figure 1a ), each node sends the message priority bit-by-bit, starting with the most significant one, while simultaneously monitoring the medium. The medium must be devised in such a way that nodes will only detect a '1' value if no other node is transmitting a '0'. Otherwise, every node detects a '0' value regardless of what the node itself is sending. For this reason, a '0' is said to be a dominant bit, while a '1' is said to be a recessive bit. Therefore, low numbers in the priority field of a message represent high priorities. If a node contends with a recessive bit but hears a dominant bit, then it will refrain from transmitting any further bits, and will proceed only monitoring the medium. Finally, exactly one node reaches the end of the arbitration phase, and this node (the winning node) proceeds with transmitting the data part of the message. As a result of the contention for the medium, all participating nodes will have knowledge of the winner's priority.
The CAN bus [3] is an example of a technology that offers such a MAC behavior. It is used in a wide range of applications, ranging from vehicles to factory automation (the reader is referred to [6] for more examples of application fields and figures about the use of CAN technologies). Its wide application fostered the development of robust error detection and fault confinement mechanisms, while at the same time maintaining its cost effectiveness. An interesting feature of CAN is that the maximum length of a bus can be tradedoff for lower data rates. It is possible to have a CAN bus with a bit rate of 1Mbit/s for a maximum bus length of 30 meters, or a bus 1000 meters long (with no repeaters) using a bit rate of 50 Kbit/s. While the typical number of nodes in a CAN bus is usually smaller than 100, with careful design (selecting appropriate bus-line cross section, drop line length and quality of couplers, wires and transceivers) of the network it is possible to go well above this value. For example, CAN networks with more than a thousand nodes have been deployed and they operate in a single broadcast domain (such networks have been built; see for example [7] ).
The focus of this paper is on exploiting a prioritized MAC protocol for efficiently obtaining an interpolation function which approximates the sensor readings in a geographical area. A key idea in the design of such an algorithm is the use of a prioritized MAC protocol for performing computations; this is explained next.
A. The Main Idea
The problem of obtaining aggregated quantities in a single broadcast domain can be solved with a naïve algorithm: every node broadcasts its sensor reading sequentially. Hence, all nodes know all sensor readings and then they can obtain the aggregated quantity. This has the drawback that in a broadcast domain with m nodes, at least m broadcasts are required to be performed. Considering a network designed for m ≥ 100, the naïve approach can be inefficient; it causes a large delay. Let us consider the simple application scenario as depicted in Figure 1b , where a node (node N 1 ) needs to know the minimum (MIN) temperature reading among its neighbors. Let us assume that no other node attempts to access the medium before this node. A naïve approach would imply that N 1 broadcasts a request to all its neighbors and then N 1 would wait for the corresponding replies from all of them. As a simplification, assume that nodes orderly access the medium in a time division multiple access (TDMA) fashion, and that the initiator node knows the number of neighbor nodes. Then, N 1 can derive a waiting timeout for replies based on this knowledge. Clearly, with this approach, the execution time depends on the number of neighbor nodes (m). Figure 1c depicts another naïve approach, but using a CAN-like MAC protocol.
Assume in that case that the priorities the nodes use to access the medium are ordered according to the nodes' ID, and are statically defined prior to runtime. Note that in order to send a message, nodes have to perform arbitration before accessing the medium. When a node wins it sends its response and stops trying to access the medium. It is clear that using a naïve approach with CAN brings no timing advantages as compared to the other naïve solution (Figure 1b) .
Consider now that instead of using their priorities to access the medium, nodes use the value of its sensor reading as priority. Assume that the range of the analog to digital converters (ADC) on the nodes is known, and that the MAC protocol can, at least, represent as many priority levels. This assumption typically holds since ADC tend to have a data width of 8, 10, 12 or 16-bit while the CAN bus offers up to 29 priority bits. This alternative would allow an approach as depicted in Figure 1(d) . With such an approach, to obtain the minimum temperature among its neighbors, node N 1 needs to perform a broadcast request that will trigger all its neighbors to contend for the medium using the prioritized MAC protocol. If neighbors access the medium using the value of their temperature reading as the priority, the priority winning the contention for the medium will be the minimum temperature reading. With this scheme, more than one node can win the contention for the medium. But, considering that at the end of the arbitration the priority of the winner is known to all nodes, no more information needs to be transmitted by the winning node. In this scenario, the time to obtain the minimum temperature reading only depends on the time to perform the contention for the medium, not on m. If, for example, one wishes that the winning node transmits information (such as its location) in the data packet, then one can code the priority of the nodes by adding a unique number (for example, the node ID) in the least significant bits, such that priorities will be unique.
A similar approach can be used to obtain the maximum (MAX) temperature reading. In that case, instead of directly coding the priority with the temperature reading, nodes will use the bitwise negation of the temperature reading as the priority. Upon completion of the medium access contention, given the winning priority, nodes perform bitwise negation again to know the maximum temperature value.
MIN and MAX are just two simple and pretty much obvious examples of how aggregate quantities can be obtained with a minimum message complexity (and therefore time complexity) if message priorities are dynamically assigned at runtime upon the values of the sensed quantity. In Section III we will show how this technique of using a prioritized MAC protocol for computations can be used for obtaining an interpolation of sensor readings.
B. System Model
The network consists of m nodes that take sensor readings where a node is given a unique identifier in the range 1..m. MAXNNODES denotes an upper bound on m and we assume that MAXNNODES is known by the designer of the system before run-time. Nodes do not have a shared memory and all data variables are local to each node.
Each node has a transceiver and is able to transmit to or receive from a single channel. Every node has an implementation of a prioritized MAC protocol with the characteristics as described earlier. Nodes perform requests to transmit, and each transmission request has an associated priority. Priorities are integers in the range [0, MAXP ], where lower numbers correspond to higher priorities. Let N P RIOBIT S denote the number of priority bits. This parameter has the same value for all nodes. Since N PRIOBITS is used to denote the number of bits used to represent the priority, the priority is a number in the range of 0 to 2 NP RIOBIT S − 1. Clearly, MAXP = 2 NP RIOBIT S − 1. A node can request to transmit an empty packet; that is, a node can request to the MAC protocol to perform the contention for the medium, but not send any data. This is clarified later in this section. All nodes share a single reliable broadcast domain.
A program on a node can access the communication system via the following interface. The send system call takes two parameters, one describing the priority of the packet and another one describing the data to be transmitted. If a node calling send wins the contention, then it transmits its packet and the program making the call unblocks. If a node calling send loses the contention, then it waits until the contention resolution phase has finished and the winner has transmitted its packet (assuming that the winner did not send an empty packet). Then, the node contends for the channel again. The system call send blocks until it has won the contention and transmitted a packet. The function send_empty takes only one parameter, which is a priority and causes the node only to perform the contention but not to send any data after the contention. In addition, when the contention is over (regardless of whether the node wins or loses), the function send_empty gives the control back to the application and returns the priority of the winner.
The system call send_and_rcv takes two parameters, priority and data to be transmitted. The contention is performed with the given priority and then the data is transmitted if the node wins. Regardless of whether the node wins or loses, Algorithm 1 Finding a subset of nodes to be used in WAI <winning prio, rcv pack> ← send_and_rcv( prio, snd pack) 10:
S ← S { rcv pack } 11:
end for 12:
return S 13: end function the system call returns the priority and data transmitted by the winner and then unblocks the application.
A node N i takes a sensor reading s i . It is an integer in the range [0, MAXS] and it is assumed that MAXS ≤ MAXP .
III. INTERPOLATION OF SENSOR DATA WITH LOCATION
Having seen the main idea of how to take advantage of a prioritized MAC protocol, we are now in position to present our approach for obtaining an interpolation of sensor readings. We will do so formally with pseudo-code; this pseudo-code returns an upper bound on the error of the interpolation. We will first (in Section III-A) present the main idea of the previously known interpolation scheme. This will lead us (in Section III-B) to the new incremental interpolation scheme. This new incremental interpolation scheme needs to, as an intermediate results, evaluate the interpolation at certain geographical points. Therefore, we will (in Section III-C) modify this algorithm to perform calculations at those specific points with additional speed and this results in an improvement of the new incremental interpolation scheme.
A. Previously known algorithm
We assume that nodes take sensor readings, but we will also assume that a node N i knows its location given by two coordinates (x i ,y i ). With this knowledge, it is possible to obtain an interpolation of sensor data over space. This offers a compact representation of the sensor data and it can be used to compute virtually anything.
We let f (x,y) denote the function that interpolates the sensor data. Also let e j denote the magnitude of the error at node N j ; that is:
and let e denote the global error; that is:
The goal is to find f (x,y) that minimizes e subject to the following constraints: (i) the time required for computing f at a specific point should be low; and (ii) the time required to obtain the function f (x,y) from sensor readings should be low. The latter is motivated by the fact that it is interesting to track physical quantities that change quickly; it may be necessary to update the interpolation periodically in order to track, for example, how the concentration of hazardous gases move. For this reason, we will use weighted-average interpolation (WAI) [8] (also used in [9] , [10] ). WAI is defined as follows:
otherwise.
(3) where S is a set of nodes used for interpolation. The weights w j (x, y) are given by:
Intuitively, Equations 3 and 4 state that the interpolated value is a weighted average of all data points in S and the weight is the inverse of the square of the distance. There are many possible choices on how the weight should be computed as a function of distance; the way we have selected is intended to avoid calculations of square root in order to make the execution time small on platforms that lack hardware support for floating point calculations. This is the case for typical sensor network platforms [11] - [13] .
The original version [8] of weighted-average interpolation uses all available sensor readings for interpolation. But this would imply that computing Equation 3 from sensor readings has a time complexity of O(m). Fortunately, it is often the case [14] that sensor readings exhibit spatial locality; that is, nodes that are close in space give similar sensor readings. For this reason, the interpolation will offer a low error even if only a small number of carefully selected nodes are in S.
Hence, the goal is now to find those nodes that contribute to producing a low error in the interpolation as given by Equation 3 . We select a number of k nodes that contribute to lowering the error of the interpolation, where k is a parameter of the algorithm that will control the accuracy of the interpolation. Recall that a prioritized MAC protocol can find the maximum among sensor readings. We can exploit this feature to find k nodes that offer a low value of the error. For this, the proposed distributed algorithm starts with an interpolation being a flat surface and then performs k iterations, where at each iteration the node with largest magnitude of the error between its sensor reading and the interpolated value will be the winner of the contention.
Algorithm 1 is designed based on this principle and it is previously published [1] . It computes (on line 5) the error. This error is concatenated with the identifier of the node (together this forms the priority of the message) ensuring that all priorities are unique. All nodes send their messages in parallel (on line 9) and exactly one will win the contention. Recall from Section II-B that when nodes call send_and_rcv, then both the priority of the winner and the data transmitted by the winner are returned to the application on every node. This packet is added (on line 10) to the set S, which keeps track of all received packets related to the problem of creating an interpolation. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the operation of this scheme. It can be seen that the interpolation result is smooth and that it tracks well the original signal. However, performing weightedaverage interpolation with 6 randomly selected nodes gives poor interpolation. This is illustrated in Figure 2d .
B. New algorithm
The previously proposed algorithm [1] (which was presented in previous section and which was stated in Algorithm 1) obtained an interpolation from scratch every time it was run. As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, this brings two drawbacks. It is worthwhile to counter those drawbacks and therefore we need to device a new algorithm.
Algorithm 2 shows the new interpolation scheme as pseudocode. The algorithm works as follows. First, Algorithm 1 is called and this gives us a set S with the selected data points. Then the algorithm executes line 4-17 periodically; it is assumed that the execution of lines 4-17 is initiated periodically. The execution of lines 4-17 differs from the one in Algorithm 1 in only two respects. First, only one data point is selected instead of k data points. Second, the computation of of lines 4-17 begins by removing one element in S (done at lines 5-6) and then a new element is added (done at line 17). The rationals for these adding and deleting rules are as follows. We desire to find the computer node whose sensor reading contributes the least to a faithful representation of the physical world. It would be possible to find that out using the prioritized MAC protocol but this would require some it results that f (x,y)=0. This gives a plane surface; (b) then, each node calculates the error between its sensor reading and the starting plane surface. This error is used in the contention of the MAC protocol, causing the node with the largest error to win, and thus, it is inserted into S; (c)-(e) nodes proceed similarly, calculating their error to the current interpolated surface and adding the node with the largest error to the interpolation, until the set S has k points; (f) we finally obtain the result of the final iteration, for k = 6.
Algorithm 2
New algorithm for finding a subset of nodes to be used in WAI Require: All nodes start Algorithm 2 simultaneously. Require: k denotes the desired number of interpolation points. Require: A node N i knows x i ,y i and s i .
Require:
The code below is executed by every node. A node can read the variable i and obtain its node index. Require: (MAXS+1) × (MAXNNODES+1) + MAXNNODES ≤ MAXP.
1: all nodes take sensor readings; the sensor reading at computer node N j is s j . 2: call find nodes (in Algorithm 1) and let S denote the set that is returned 3: while (true) do begin 4: all nodes take sensor readings; the sensor reading at computer node N j is s j . 5:
for each element in S, there is a time when it most recently became a member in S, pick the element with the earliest such time and call it OLDNODE 6: S ← S \ OLDNODE 7:
if N i ∈ S then 8:
Calculate f(x i ,y i ) in Equations 3 and 4 based on S \ {N i } and assign it to the variable "myinterpolatedvalue". 9: else 10:
Calculate f(x i ,y i ) in Equations 3 and 4 based on S and assign it to the variable "myinterpolatedvalue". 11:
end if 12:
error ← abs( s i -to integer(myinterpolatedvalue) ) 13:
temp prio ← error × (MAXNNODES + 1) + i 14:
prio ← (MAXP+1) -temp prio 15: snd pack ←< s i ,x i ,y i > 16:
<winning prio, rcv pack> ← send_and_rcv( prio, snd pack) 17:
S ← S { rcv pack } 18: end while communication. Instead, we simple remove the node which was added to S least recently (done at lines 5-6). Then line 17 adds the element that contributes the most to a faithful representation of the physical world.
We can distinguish between two cases. One case is that the element removed (at lines 5-6) and the element added (at line 17) are the same. This occurs when the new sensor readings obtained at line 4 changed very little.
